TIME TO REPLACE OUR POLITICIANS!

PROTESTS ONLY GO SO FAR

- Australia has become a huge prison since March 2020. Our politicians have locked our borders and implemented illegal quarantines (never acceptable for such a virus), imposed lockdowns and mandatory masks (never even dreamt of before in human history) and are now talking about mandatory vaccines (vaccine passports) and about making QR codes permanent.

- When did we ever give our politicians such powers? Our politicians have broken Australia’s Constitution and laws. They have crushed people’s liberty on false pretexts. This is not the Spanish flu or Ebola — and even if it was, these measures would not have been justified.

- We are now a full-fledged Police state, a surveillance state. This is public health terrorism.

THE TIME FOR CHANGE HAS COME

- We have been asking the Big Parties (Labor and Liberal) for months now to follow the laws and the Constitution but they refuse to listen. All we want is a free and secure Australia but these parties are destroying liberty and weakening Australia.

- This cannot go on. It is now a fight between TRUTH & FREEDOM and LIES & TERROR.

- We must organise politically to replace these politicians.


#WEARECOMING
LOCKDOWNS DON’T SAVE LIVES: THEY KILL.

PROOF: The UK (with totalitarian lockdowns) has had more covid deaths/million than Sweden (with voluntary social distancing)

Sweden is the ONLY nation to have followed the approved science and the laws:
No lockdowns, no quarantines, no border closures, no recommendation for masks. And now, voluntary vaccines.

Sweden asked its citizens to undertake voluntary social distancing and stay at home if sick. It looked after the elderly and reduced the size of public gatherings.

— THAT’S HOW PANDEMICS ARE SUPPOSED TO BE DEALT WITH, NOT THROUGH TERRORISM AND THE POLICE STATE.

Note: The majority of these people died with and not from, covid. As a result “excess” annual deaths are far fewer.

Excess deaths data show that the covid pandemic is (at worst) in the range of the Hong Kong flu, nearly 50-100 times smaller than Spanish flu.
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